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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Lower Falinge and College Bank Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has
been produced by the Council to guide redevelopment of this site. In order to ensure
that appropriate public consultation takes place, Supplementary Planning Documents
(SPD) are required to be accompanied by a statement setting out how the Local
Planning Authority will comply with the Council’s Statement of Community
Involvement (SCI).

1.2

This Consultation Statement has been prepared in line with Regulation 12 (a) of the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Order 2012, which states
that, before a council adopts a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD), it must
produce a statement setting out:
i. The persons the local planning authority consulted when preparing the
supplementary document;
ii. A summary of the main issues raised by those persons;
iii. How those issues have been addressed in the supplementary document.
1.2

This statement sets out how the public and other stakeholders will be consulted
upon the SPD. Following the consultation period, this statement will be expanded
to summarise the comments received during the consultation period, including
details of how the issues raised have been dealt with in working towards a final
SPD for adoption.

1.3

This SPD has been produced in accordance with the Town and Country Planning
(Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.

2.

PARTICIPATION AND CONSULTATION SO FAR
Early Consultation

2.1

Preparation of the Lower Falinge and College Bank Masterplan and subsequent
Spplementary Planning Document was based on wide public consultation which
identified key priorities and formed the basis of a vision for the kind of community
people would like to see in the future. The public consultation process began with
local working groups highlighting the important issues facing the area. Five key topic
areas were identified: connectivity and movement, streets and public realm, public
open spaces, Non-residential uses and new facilities and new and improved homes.

2.2

Workshops were held at both College Bank and Lower Falinge in order to introduce
the options and demonstrate how they had evolved. These workshops were an
opportunity for feedback and ideas to be collected from residents.

2.3

To date there have been three workshops, which have helped to inform the key aim
and objectives of each neighbourhood.

2.4

Workshop 1

2.5

The first College Bank and Lower Falinge workshops were held on 6th February
2017. Separate workshops were held for each event, both taking place between 4pm
and 8pm in their respective venues: the College Bank workshop was held at the
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Mitchell Hey Community Room and the Lower Falinge workshop at the Lower Falinge
Community Base 238 Newstead.
2.6

The first workshops aimed to gather local resident’s views on what they like and
dislike about their local area and their homes, and began to explore spatial strategies
for their neighbourhood. A series of consultation boards were prepared and presented
containing information about the early design thinking. The boards were designed to
be interactive, collecting information from local residents and providing topics for
discussion for each of the three options – see appendix 1.

2.7

The boards gathered the following information from local residents:







General thoughts and feelings about their neighbourhood
Likes, dislikes, and potential ways in which their local area could be improved
What local facilities and services local residents regularly visit
How easy or difficult local residents find travelling to these local facilities
Local residents thoughts on the initial Repair, Refresh and Re-think options

2.8

In addition to gathering information, the boards also explored why regeneration was
necessary for the local area, what regeneration would mean for local residents and
the next steps in the engagement process.

2.9

The results of workshop 1 were taken into account to develop further the three
potential options in advance of workshop 2.

2.10

Workshop 2

2.11

The second Lower Falinge and College Bank workshops were held on the 16th March
2017. Similar to the first, a series of consultation boards were presented which
illustrated the three options in more detail.

2.12

The boards (Appendix 2) presented the following information which local residents
were invited to comment on:






A summary of findings from the initial workshop.
Work being prepared by the RSA in parallel to the spatial strategy.
More progressed versions of the Repair, Refresh and Re-think options. In the
case of College Bank Re-think consisted of two options illustrating different
demolition scenarios. The various options included site plans, illustrative street
perspectives and example images. Each of the options was also accompanied by
a list of potential benefits and issues.
Themed precedent images that covered streets, play spaces, homes, front
gardens, back gardens and the inside of homes.

2.13

As with the first workshop information was gathered through writing ideas on post-it
notes and sticking them to the consultation boards, and through feedback forms that
asked local residents how they felt about each of the three options. This information,
in addition to the viability studies and soft market analysis, has been fundamental in
steering the design informing the preferred options.

2.14

Workshop 3

2.15

The third rounds of workshops were held on Saturday 24th June 2017. A series of
boards were prepared (Appendix 3) with information on the preferred option to be
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taken forward into future workshops for each College Bank and Lower Falinge. The
boards included detail on:
2.16

The options presented at previous workshops and an overview of the feedback
collected

2.17

The vision and strategic approach for the estates and the wider area.






3D sketch views of the preferred option giving an indication of typologies and
massing, and illustrating which blocks could be demolished to make land
available for new residential units.
Example precedent images of what the neighbourhood could look like
The support and offer from RBH for residents who would be affected by
demolition and new build areas.
An update on the work being done by the RSA, in parallel with the spatial
strategy.
Information on the next steps and way forward for each estate following this
initial phase of work.

2.18

Residents were given the opportunity to comment on the proposals and write ideas or
feedback down on post-it notes. Booklets with the information in were available for
residents to take away from the event.

2.19
2.20

Commonplace
Throughout the period of consultation which ran from February to June 2017, a digital
platform, Commonplace, was set up for additional engagement with residents. This
has provided an alternative means to provide opinions and comments for those
residents who were unable to attend the workshops, or preferred to give feedback
through this media. The Commonplace site has shown regular updates to the strategy
plans, with clear explanations for each scenario. A total of 36 residents have
commented on the web page to date.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION
2.1

The Council intends to carry out a public consultation and seek views on the content
of the SPD consultation draft over a six week period between xx January – xx March
2019.

2.2


The consultation will comprise of the following methods:
Notification letters and emails to organisations and individuals registered on the
Councils’ consultation database;
;
The
consultation
will
be
publicised
on
the
Council’s
website:
www.rochdale.gov.uk/consultations; and
Copies of the draft SCI will be available to view at Rochdale and Spotland libraries.




Respondents are invited to make comments:

Online; or

By submitting responses using a comments form (Appendix 4) which can be returned
by post or emailed; or

Emailing comments to LDF.consultation@rochdale.gov.uk
2.3

Elected Members have also been consulted on the SPD preparation process.
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2.4







































2.5

The following key external consultees will be consulted during the SPD preparation.
United Utilities
Bolton Council
Bury Council
National Grid
Calderdale Metropolitan Borough Council
Highways Agency
Historic England
Salford City Council
Manchester City Council
Rossendale Borough Council
Stockport Council
The Coal Authority
Network Rail
Environment Agency
Natural England
Greater Manchester Planning and Housing Team
Mono Consultants Ltd
Homes England
Lancashire County Council
Oldham Council
AMEC
CBRE Ltd
Heywood, Middleton and Rochdale Clinical Commissioning Group
Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council
Trafford Council
Wigan Council
Electricity North West Ltd
BT
T-Mobile
Telephonica UK Limited
Transport for Greater Manchester
Office of Rail Regulation
Greater Manchester Local Enterprise Partnership
General Consultation bodies:
Voluntary bodies some or all of whose activities benefit any part of the local planning
authority’s area,
Bodies which represent the interests of different racial, ethnic or national groups in
the local planning authority’s area,
Bodies which represent the interests of different religious groups in the local planning
authority’s area,
Bodies which represent the interests of disabled persons in the local planning
authority’s area,
Bodies which represent the interests of persons carrying on business in the local
planning authority’s area.
In addition to the statutory planning consultees the Council hold a database
containing contact details of groups and individuals interested in the development of
our plans, this is used to keep those registered, informed of progress and future
consultations. People on this database will be consulted.
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2.6

On completion of the consultation exercise, the SPD will be revised as required to
reflect responses.

3.

ADVICE AND ASSISTANCE

For further information relating to this document please contact:
Strategic Planning Service
Floor 3
Number One Riverside
Smith Street
Rochdale
OL16 1XU
Tel: 01706 924252
By email: LDF.consultation@rochdale.gov.uk
Website: www.rochdale.gov.uk/yourviews
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Details of opening times are available on the Council website or by telephoning 0300 303
8876
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APPENDIX 1 – WORKSHOP 1
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APPENDIX 1 – WORKSHOP 2
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APPENDIX 1 – WORKSHOP 3
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